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Solicitation 22-350-001 - Poudre High School Gymnasium Sound System

Buying Organization Poudre School District

No Question/Answer Question Date

Q1 Question: Installed vs Portable

If the installed sound system supported a max capacity gym (approximately 2000 people) would there

be any need for a portable sound system?

Answer: The portable system is to augment the gym system.

08/25/2021

Q2 Question: Architectural Drawings

Can the district provide Architectural drawings for the gymnasium?

Answer: Drawings are attached.

08/25/2021

Q3 Question: Wired microphone plates

During the on-site walk (8/24) it was observed that there are existing XLR microphone plates

underneath the rack location and at the west bleachers. Shall these plates be serviced and maintain

current functionality. If different functionality is required, please specify.

Answer: There are seven total XLR inputs:  two on the west bleachers (#1 & #2), two on the south wall

(#3 & #4), one on the west wall, above the bleachers in the announcer position (#5), two on the north

wall (rack location) (#6 & #7).  #3 and #6 and #4 and #7 are paired under the same volume controller.

#3 and #6 can be eliminated.  The rest should be maintained.

08/25/2021

Q4 Question: Dimensions

What are the gym dimensions?

Answer: The dimensions are included in the attached drawings.

08/26/2021

Q5 Question: Microphones

Do the combo microphone systems need to have the lavaliers and handhelds active at the same time,

or is it one or the other?

Answer: The existing microphones are wired only and need to be usable in new system. Wireless

microphones should also be provided in some combination of handheld and lavalier.

Combo units should have 2 different frequencies so users may use either a beltpack, or a handheld

wireless unit on a frequency.

08/26/2021

Q6 Question: AM/FM Tuner and CD Player

Do we need to provide an AM/FM tuner and CD player?

Answer: No, you do not need to provide an AM/FM tuner and CD player.

08/26/2021

Q7 Question: Wall Plates

How many existing input wall plates are there?  Is it just the one XLR input?

Answer: Refer to Question #3.

08/26/2021
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Q8 Question: Floor Stands

For the portable system:  Do the speakers need floor stands?

Answer: Yes, the portable system speakers need floor stands.

08/26/2021

Q9 Question: Digital Mixer

Is there a preferred mfg and/or model for the portable system’s digital mixer?

Answer: No, the District does not have a preferred manufacturer and/or model for the portable system’s

digital mixer.

08/26/2021

Q10 Question: Site Drawings

Are site drawings available?

Answer: Drawings are attached.

08/26/2021

Q11 Question: Wall Input Plate

What wall input plate is the client providing?

Answer: The wall plates are existing.

08/26/2021

Q12 Question: Equipment Rack

How many spaces does the rack have and where is it located?

Answer: The rack has 30 spaces.  It's located on the north wall of the gym.

08/26/2021

Q13 Question: Line Drawings for Existing System

Do you have line drawings for the existing system?

Answer: Drawings are attached.

08/26/2021

Q14 Question: Speaker Zones

Can you provide more detail on requested speaker zones?

Answer: The District is looking for input on design.

08/26/2021
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